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Continuing the Diversity Journey

The diversity of our population is an increasingly striking feature of today’s Europe. Far from rejecting diversity or placing restrictions on it, we must continue to accept it as an opportunity that enriches our outlook and widens our horizons — and we must learn to manage it well. In the current context of demographic change and economic downturn, our societies cannot afford to waste the potential of older workers, persons with disabilities, people of ethnic minority background or any other disadvantaged group.

Accepting diversity — and managing it well — is a necessary precondition for guaranteeing equal opportunities of the people concerned. For them, it is quite simply a matter of full access to their human rights and human dignity. However, well-managed diversity is also a key to success in the global economy. It may require adaptations such as the development of inter-cultural skills, removal of barriers and increased flexibility on the part of employers; but it is worthwhile both in ethical and in practical terms. This publication shows that a workforce of people from different horizons is an asset to any ambitious and dynamic company. Diversity can generate extra momentum, open up new market segments and increase innovation and productivity.

Many companies have already taken diversity on board as a social fact and as an asset in terms of their activities. Over the last few years, more and more companies have developed effective, efficient diversity-management strategies and have teamed up with other companies to make diversity management part of their overall business strategy. But we must also acknowledge that there still is reticence and that many companies — whatever their size and location — have a long way to go. I hope that this publication can make an important contribution to placing diversity management even more firmly on the strategic business agenda of companies across Europe.

Vladimír ŠPIDLA
Commissioner for Employment, Social Affairs and Equal Opportunities
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Executive summary
A focus on diversity offers a business opportunity for all. The search for talent, competitiveness, and innovation — key challenges for small and large companies alike — rides on the ability to respond successfully to the opportunities presented by Europe’s increasingly diverse societies. Companies that recognise this embark upon a continuous journey. Challenges faced today and the opportunities provided are built upon those of the past, as well as those currently being shaped by new global developments. For this reason, a central component of the diversity journey consists of the further development of suitable tools that can assist companies in their journey.

Given this, the current research more than follows on from an earlier study, entitled *The business case for diversity — Good practices in the workplace* (1), undertaken for the European Commission in 2005. Firstly, it goes beyond the human-resource driven notions of the business case for diversity to engage with the relationship which exists between diversity, innovation and productivity. Secondly, it recognises the importance of intermediary agencies such as professional and business organisations as well as EU governmental bodies and other agencies active in the promotion, charting and monitoring of diversity initiatives. Thirdly, it explores systematically the role of business schools and education in the development of the economic dynamics as well as the cultural issues involved in diversity management. Fourthly, it also adds considerable value to current knowledge, policies and practices via the questioning and answering of what actually constitutes diversity initiatives such as the ‘diversity charters’ in Germany, France and the Brussels Capital Region (BCR). Lastly, and most importantly, the research concentrates on what is arguably the most important group of companies in Europe — namely, the small to medium-sized enterprises (SMEs), which account for 75% of all the employees in Europe.

To encapsulate these elements in the overall study, four supporting studies were carried out which can be grouped under the following headings: ‘The SME business case for diversity’; ‘Diversity, innovation and productivity’; ‘Tools for a successful diversity journey’; and ‘Educating and training business leaders for tomorrow’.

**The SME business case for diversity**

For this part of the study, 1 200 companies across 27 European states were surveyed. Additionally, 100 SMEs and 64 SME intermediaries were interviewed, and both sets of data, quantitative and qualitative, suggest that diversity is as relevant to SMEs as it is to the largest corporations. The research also suggests that although the majority of SMEs recognise the business benefits of diversity, only a minority follow through and establish formal human resource strategies that have the power to harness diversity. For the majority of SMEs, diversity management begins with a simple appraisal of their human resource management (HRM) processes. Providing more advice regarding transparent recruitment approaches can help SMEs to employ the best persons for jobs — irrespective of their personal background. The changing contours of Europe also provide the impetus for new business solutions in a fast-changing landscape to neutralise the fluctuations of economic cycles.

This is particularly so with respect to what concerns SMEs the most — human resource and personnel considerations — as migration within and/or to Europe opens up a number of opportunities as well as problems that require solving. In fact, the majority of companies surveyed and interviewed understood that, whilst a focus on inclusion and diversity can help with recruitment and retention of talented employees, it can also foster the conditions that could create product and market innovation.

**Diversity, innovation and productivity**

Regardless of a company’s size or its market reach, innovation is a driver for productivity. This finding not only emerged from the innovation and diversity survey, but also surfaced in the focus group held in June 2008 around the subject of innovation and productivity.

As innovation processes depend on harnessing creativity, and while dynamic as well as supportive systems of management can elicit the best from staff, like-minded people will usually produce like-minded results. Diversity in the workforce can, however, help companies to break this mould and the cycle of limited unilateral thinking and, in so doing, set them free to discover new products, markets and ways of doing or leading business. The research here indicates that increasing numbers of companies are, indeed, recognising this.

Tools for a successful diversity journey

Even though the majority of European companies are aware of diversity issues, most have yet to embark upon their diversity journeys. Unfortunately, those that do start sometimes fail to make the best use of the support networks and information that is available. But to navigate individually the pathways of diversity risks missing the benefits entirely. Intermediary organisations across Europe offer companies of all sizes specific and practical advice on how best to manage diversity and benefit from it. SMEs that lack the time and resources to develop a diversity approach can particularly benefit from their guidance.

Similarly, it is clear from the case-study work undertaken that diversity charters, too, can offer beacons for companies wishing to begin their diversity journeys or find new ways forward on existing journeys. Balancing the needs of companies with no prior knowledge with those that have well-established agendas, diversity charters can offer motivation that can encourage further action and do not penalise slow progress. Currently existing in Germany, France and Brussels (although new national level strategies are poised to arrive), the case for an EU-level charter can also be made. As an increasing number of companies seek to trade across borders, a clear commitment to diversity — as expressed through charter signatures or even possibly diversity awards — could have added value.

A note of caution needs, however, to be expressed. For while a consensus exists that diversity charters and other innovative tools such as award schemes (like ‘Business in the community’ (2) and ‘Race for opportunity’ (3) in the United Kingdom) are by and large helpful, many companies point out the risk associated with the approach. To put it unambiguously, they feel that because they are at different stages in the diversity process, they might be more intimidated than encouraged to continue their diversity journey if publicity of any kind is involved. Instead of risking public exposure and, indeed, acclamation, they prefer to opt for support tools that are more personal and direct, including training, coaching and mentoring.

Educating and training business leaders for tomorrow

Nearly all companies surveyed, including those which have doubts about the efficacy of some of the diversity tools currently being proposed and developed, acknowledged that the diversity journey encapsulates a continuing process of learning, adaptation, innovation and partnership. The knowledge and skills required to respond to these challenges demand clear vision, focus and inclusive leadership. These competences should form part of the development of future business leaders and hence be an integral part of the curricula and research agenda of business schools and university departments.

Business schools, then, have a strategic role in educating and training current and future managers and business leaders to enhance their skills and competences on diversity issues. Research (through surveys among deans and academic experts, complemented by a limited number of case studies and in-depth interviews) suggests that leading business schools across Europe have taken a number of steps already in that direction and are ready and willing to take on further this responsibility. Overall, our findings document encouraging levels of diversity management interest and activities but also highlight the need for further improving the integration of the topic in teaching, research and employment practices within European business schools. A business–academic network that contributes to the mainstreaming of diversity management as well as facilitating learning and cross-sector partnerships can potentially play an important role in this process. With many grass-roots level diversity initiatives being initiated at business schools across Europe and the feasibility of a diversity network of business schools and companies secured, the path ahead seems to be firm.

(2) Information on ‘Business in the community’ awards for excellence is available online (http://www.bitc.org.uk/awards_for_excellence/index.html).
(3) Information on the ‘Race for opportunity’ awards is available online (http://www.bitc.org.uk/workplace/diversity/race/rfo_awards.html).
1 Introduction: New Business Horizons in Europe
1.1. The business case for diversity in Europe’s changing societies

There are major challenges facing Europe. Technological advances, economic challenges, globalisation and an ageing and increasingly diverse population are generating profound changes in our societies. Through the twin processes of globalisation and localisation, the business horizons of European companies continue to shift and expand beyond national boundaries. Although the vast majority of European small and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs) operate at the local level, the opportunities and challenges they face are inextricably linked to processes taking place across regions, countries and continents. Regardless of whether a company operates at global or local level, a more diversified society, customer base, market structure and workforce is becoming an increasingly central aspect of doing business. Companies across Europe which recognise this are likely to do better than those that do not in this constantly shifting environment.

The diversity of our population is an increasingly striking feature of today’s Europe. Diversity means several things but the term is generally used to describe entities with members who have identifiable differences. In the European context, diversity can be defined from a policy and legal perspective across at least six clear ‘strands’: gender, age, race and ethnic origin, sexual orientation, religion and belief, and disability. Existing EU legislation covering these diversity strands had to be incorporated into the legislation of each EU Member State, which means in turn that companies have to comply with that legislation and should include all six strands in their diversity policies.

In order to understand the significance of diversity for business, however, it is also important to go beyond this definition; to go ‘under the surface’ of the strand-specific approach and to consider the ‘learnt’ aspects of difference — such as the attributes of individuals and even communities’ different types of knowledge acquisition, communication styles, personal skills, professional abilities and leadership expertise.

At the simplest level, diversity and inclusive management can be understood as a process intended to create and maintain a positive work environment where the similarities and differences of individuals are valued. The objective of this is to ensure that all can reach their potential and maximise their contributions to an organisation’s strategic goals and objectives.

In reflecting on the challenges and opportunities presented by increasing diversity across Europe, company leaders can also seek to use diversity inside and outside the organisation as a form of capital in its own right. As such, a diversity agenda helps companies not only to reflect on the diversity of their operational and human resource environment for good moral and ethical reasons, but also to use it to maximise their competitive advantage.

In brief, a focus on diversity can provide a sustainable business opportunity for all. At both global and local levels, the search for talent and improved competitiveness — key challenges for small and large companies alike — rides on the ability to respond successfully to diversity within economies and societies. While many companies are keen to implement the necessary changes to realise this during times of economic growth, when faced with stagnation or possible recession they are understandably more wary. But companies with a clear focus on an inclusive diversity agenda are perhaps more likely to survive hard times than those that are not willing to reassess the way they recruit employees and with whom and how they do business.

Those that decide to take the opportunities and face the challenges of diversity start on a continuing journey; one that can lead not only to a more inclusive workforce but also one which can lead to improved efficiency, productivity and profits.

1.2. A new European study on the business case for diversity: from SMEs to business schools

In 2005, a pan-European study on the business case for diversity was carried out for the European Commission. The study concluded that diversity in the workplace was becoming increasingly important for European companies. Some 82% of the 495 companies that responded to the survey suggested that they recognised the business benefits associated with diversity. Key amongst these were enhanced employee recruitment and retention, an improved corporate image and reputation, greater levels of innovation, and better marketing opportunities. However, larger companies were apparently more likely to be on — or well along — the diversity journey than smaller companies. This was also the case for companies in the ‘old’ 15 Member States.

(4) For example, see http://ec.europa.eu/employment_social/fundamental_rights/legis/legln_en.htm.
(5) Cognitive attributes are not ‘hard-wired’ into the brain but are shaped by social and cultural experience from birth.
This fresh study into the business case for diversity was led by Focus Consultancy in partnership with the European Academy of Business in Society (EABIS), EIM Business Policy & Research, and the European Institute for Managing Diversity (EIMD). Supporting partners included the European Association of Craft, Small and Medium-Sized Enterprises (UEAPME), the European Network for Social and Economic Research (ENSR), CSR Europe, and the European Foundation for Management Development (EFMD) as well as many other organisations and stakeholders (8).

The importance of this new study is to be found in the fact that many companies are rapidly realising that the leveraging of workplace diversity can be a vital strategic resource for competitive advantage. This is not just the case for multinationals, the principal focus of the 2005 study, but more and more so it is also the case for SMEs, supporting organisations like UEAPME and those bodies concerned with business education and promotion.

Because of the number and impact of SMEs on the European economy — they employ approximately 75% of the European workforce — a main aim of this new study is to understand better the current situation of workplace and organisational diversity within particularly though not exclusively SMEs. Further complementary aims are concerned with questions to do with the relationship between diversity, innovation and production, and the role of business schools in the training of managers to appreciate the significance of diversity in business. When brought together with an understanding of the role of business support organisations and the success of ‘diversity charters’, these interrelated aims not only add value to the 2005 study but also provide a wider perspective on ‘the diversity journey’ on which many companies have embarked.

1.3. Methodology

In order to provide up-to-date information on the state of diversity policies and practices in European businesses and as an integral part of this new study, a survey was conducted in 2008 with the help of the European Commission’s European Business Test Panel (EBTP) (9). In all, 335 companies across Europe replied to the survey. The outcome of this new research suggested that while the majority of those diversity benefits identified in the 2005 EBTP study remain valid today, in some areas significant changes have occurred (10).

In addition to the EBTP survey, 1,200 SMEs across 27 European countries were surveyed and 100 SMEs and 64 SME intermediaries from across 13 Member States were interviewed with the aim of uncovering the extent to which diversity was on their agenda and how they could help promote the business case to SMEs. A summary of the findings of the survey and interviews will be presented in the next chapter, entitled ‘Diversity for talent and competitiveness: the SME business case for diversity’.

Drawing in part upon these findings and supplemented with a stand-alone innovation and diversity survey, an attempt was made to unpack the I & D debate and literature. Results of this survey are summarised in Chapter 3 (‘Joining the dots between diversity, innovation and productivity’). In all, 300 companies were contacted, of which 35 completed and returned the I & D questionnaire, and from this sample a focus group was held in June 2008. The survey results provide a number of ways large and small enterprises could improve their diversity management to increase the benefits of greater innovation and productivity.

Drawing again in part on the findings of the EBTP survey and additional interviews with 21 companies, a third major strand of the research was to look at voluntary initiatives in and for Europe. Augmented with a separate in-depth case-based study on the role of ‘diversity charters’ in Germany, France and the Brussels Capital Region (BCR), the objective here was to evaluate the effect and efficacy of developing and implementing charters of this kind on a national and/or European-wide basis. The conclusions and recommendations which flow from this study are to be found in a discussion on the ‘Tools for a successful diversity journey’ in Chapter 4.

The last major element on which the research presented in this report is based consists of two surveys designed to elicit an understanding of the ‘state-of-the-art’ in diversity management teaching and research across Europe.

(8) Individual organisations will be acknowledged throughout the report.
(10) The companies that responded to the 2005 and 2008 surveys were not representative of European companies as a whole. Furthermore, the 2008 sample was not matched in terms of country, sector, or company size to the 2005 sample. In the 2008 sample, German companies returned the largest number of responses (16%), while companies in Estonia, Ireland, Latvia, Luxembourg and Slovakia returned the least (less than 1%). However, companies in only one country (Cyprus) did not return any responses at all. Please see the report ‘The state of diversity management in 2008’ for further information.
and beyond. Responses to the first of these surveys — the deans survey — were received from 254 academic institutions, of which 137 were based in Europe. In all, 119 institutions returned the Faculty survey and of these 88 were based in Europe. Following this, 32 institutions were selected for qualitative research which resulted in the finding of 20 ‘good practice’ case studies. The detailed findings and conclusions of this research, the follow-up interviews conducted with 15 European academic scholars and the insights that arose from a ‘Symposium on diversity management education and curriculum development’ held on 23 June 2008 at the ESADE Business School in Madrid will be found in Chapter 5 ‘Business schools and company networks: educating and training business leaders for tomorrow’.

Although additional notes on the methodology, data and material germane to this research report are to be found in a set of specialist research papers (11), a 12-month research project of this kind cannot be as conclusive as many might wish — as the research itself has to be seen to form part of ‘continuing the diversity journey’. To use the metaphor which underpins the narrative of this report, this finding, together with many more presented in the chapters that follow, suggest that there is some distance to go before the journey’s end.

Without the commitment of all the support organisations, however, and especially UEAPME, CSR Europe, ENSR and EFMD, the companies, business schools and universities and many individuals who participated in the surveys, focus groups and symposium, the journey so far would not have been as stimulating as it has been. So to all the support organisations, small and large companies as well as individuals who took part in the study, the research consortium would like to extend its appreciation and thanks.

1.4. Diversity management in 2008: research with the European Business Test Panel

By far the most prevalent argument for adopting a diversity agenda suggested by the 335 companies that replied to the EBTP survey continues to be that it significantly broadens the pool of talent from which to employ staff, or helps to retain the best staff. Among the participating companies, 56 % said they had some kind of diversity policies and practices in their enterprise. Of these companies, 59 % suggested these policies and practices had a positive impact on their business and 27 % said they did not know.

The link between diversity and innovation has become an increasingly recognised factor, rising from 26 % in 2005 to 63 % in 2008. Given that innovation is a significant driver for productivity (12) and can help companies navigate the changing nature of

(11) The sub-studies that form the basis of the main study and the research papers that emanated from them are as follows: Diversity and innovation — A business opportunity for all, Diversity for talent and competitiveness — The SME business case for diversity, Voluntary diversity initiatives in and for Europe — The role of diversity charters, Diversity management in 2008 — Research with the European Business Test Panel and Diversity management and business schools — Current practice and future partnerships. These studies are available from the European Commission or Focus Consultancy.

global and local markets, the relationship between diversity and innovation has the potential to become a crucial aspect of economic growth not only at the private business level but also for the European Union as a whole (13).

But although many EBTP companies in 2008 recognised the link between diversity and innovation, less than one third of companies ‘joined the dots’ and associated diversity with productivity. Of those, 83% had set targets on diversity and tried to measure the impact of their diversity policies. This is an important finding, and one that suggests companies that seek a self-appraisal of their diversity and inclusion processes can better understand the benefits that diversity brings. Overall, however, little progress has been made in measuring and evaluating the impact of diversity within individual companies. In 2008, just one quarter of EBTP companies that took part in the research suggested that they monitored and measured the effects of diversity on company performance (14).

Results from the EBTP survey suggest that there are many companies that have diversity policies in place but that more still needs to be done to engage those that do not. Moreover, greater assistance is required for companies that do. As such, there could be a role for intermediaries and other stakeholders — business support organisations, chambers of commerce, and business schools in particular — to advise on the development of diversity policies and communicate its benefits. These organisations could also help companies to develop systems of measurement from the implementation process to the product of enhanced workforce management, innovation, and productivity.

Within this context, new and original ways to communicate the business case for diversity will be required; in particular, methods that suit the challenges and needs of smaller companies and those based outside north-western Europe. One of these may be the development of ‘diversity charters’ at regional and national level for smaller companies, and an EU-level charter for larger corporations. As ‘starting points’ on the road to fully fledged diversity policies, national or regional diversity charters have been identified by their signatories in Germany, France and Brussels as key motivators and central points for information. EBTP respondents, nevertheless, were largely undecided on the value of diversity charters for their company. Of the 335 companies that replied, 26.9% said that signing a diversity charter was/could be beneficial for their company, while 29.3% disagreed. However, 43.9% had no opinion.


(14) In 2005, however, this figure was 57%. The apparent drop is probably caused by the far greater number of companies from the NMS12 that participated in the research. Please see the Diversity management in 2008 report for further details.
Diversity for Talent and Competitiveness: The SME Business Case for Diversity
Continuing the Diversity Journey

Research on the business case for diversity has been mainly focused on medium and large companies, not small enterprises. Partly because of this focus, the assumption amongst many SMEs is that diversity relates to issues of human resource management of large and often already diverse workforces (15). Nevertheless, the global and diverse nature of regional and local communities within Europe means that global issues are becoming increasingly relevant for even the smallest SMEs. But, at the same time, the overwhelmingly local nature of the SME marketplace and workforce means that the SME business case should still seek to respond to concerns found at the local level and be communicated through a language and approach that SMEs can relate to.

As part of this study, a survey with SMEs across Europe was conducted to understand better their current relationship to diversity and their particular challenges and needs (16). In total, more than 1 200 responses were received from SMEs in all 27 Member States (EU-27), from which 100 were contacted for follow-up interviews (17). The full methodology and results of the research can be found in the separate report Diversity for talent and competitiveness — The SME business case for diversity (18).

2.1. Global/local context of SMEs

SMEs are defined as enterprises in the private non-primary sector that employ less than 250 staff members (19). According to the Observatory of European SMEs there are 19.3 million enterprises in the European Economic Area (EEA) and Switzerland (20), providing employment for over 140 million people. Some 92% of these enterprises are ‘micro’ (0–9 employees), 7% are ‘small’ (10–49 employees) and less than 1% are ‘medium sized’ (50–249). Just 0.2% of European enterprises are ‘large’ (250+ employees). Reflecting this, more than two thirds of all jobs in Europe are provided by SMEs, with just one third provided by large enterprises.

The size of companies appears to be a significant factor in whether or not diversity policies are adopted and embedded within organisational practices. Whilst there are many SMEs that have well embedded diversity policies, it is the larger companies that are more likely to lead in this respect. This is in part because SMEs are subject to a number of distinctive and intrinsic characteristics that make them different from their larger counterparts. These affect the contents, nature and extent of SME business activities generally, and diversity practices in particular. Some of these characteristics include a very small workforce (the average small enterprise employs just 6.8 staff members), significant levels of employment of family members (around half of SMEs provide employment for family members only), low levels of personnel, time and financial resources, high levels of economic insecurity, and no formal HRM processes (21).

A recent Eurobarometer/Gallup (22) survey of SMEs in Europe provides an understanding of the specific challenges faced by SMEs in Europe. According to that survey, the two most important business challenges faced by SMEs include limited customer demand for products and services (46%) and a lack of skilled labour (35%). The greatest number of challenged SMEs in the 12 ‘new’

(15) A number of studies show that when asked to describe the benefits of equality and diversity policies the majority of companies suggest that relating to HRM more often than other areas of business practice. Given that equality and diversity policies in business began within HR departments this is not surprising.

(16) The survey was designed by Focus Consultancy Ltd in partnership with EIM Business Policy & Research. The European Association of Craft, Small and Medium-Sized Enterprises translated and distributed the survey in 11 EU-27 Member States, while the following organisations very kindly distributed the survey or promoted a web-version of the survey across the remaining EU-27 MS: Managing Diversity, Fundación Andaluza Fondo de Formación y Empleo (FAFFE), International Federation of the Roofing Trade, Enterprise Europe Network, European Council for Small Businesses, European Space Agency (SME Unit), Excellis Business Consulting, Irish Business Consulting, Great Western Enterprises, South East England Development Agency and the European Small Business Alliance. The sample is not representative of SMEs in Europe. For further information on the methodology, please see the report Diversity for talent and competitiveness.

(17) Interviews were coordinated by EIM Business Policy & Research and conducted by members of ENSR. For further information, please see the report Diversity for talent and competitiveness.

(18) Available from Focus Consultancy upon request.

(19) Europe-19 is used in the Observatory reports to indicate the 15 ‘old’ EU Member States and the EEA and EFTA countries.

(20) Observatory of European SMEs 2003, No 7, available online


(22) NMS12: Bulgaria, the Czech Republic, Estonia, Cyprus, Latvia, Lithuania, Hungary, Malta, Poland, Romania, Slovenia and Slovakia.
Member States of the European Union (NMS12) (23) plus several ‘old’ Member States (EU-15) (24), including Belgium, Greece, France, Italy, Malta and Portugal. SMEs in the Nordic countries apparently faced the fewest challenges.

Framing these challenges are the contexts within which SMEs have to operate. For example, the same Eurobarometer/Gallup (25) survey suggested that the majority of SMEs believe that competition has increased in recent years, with 60 % of managers claiming that competition has recently intensified. SMEs in the NMS12 were more likely to report that competition has increased.

The primary response of SMEs to the challenge of competitiveness has been to invest in products and marketing (26). Some 12 % of turnover within European SMEs now derives from new or significantly improved products or services. However, SMEs in the EU-15 report higher levels of innovation than SMEs in the NMS12. Across Europe, the greatest barriers to innovation include problems accessing finance, scarcity of skilled labour, a lack of market demand, and expensive human resources. Just 26 % of SMEs seek to overcome competition through seeking new markets in other EU countries or beyond. Reflecting the low level of interest in expanding international operations, less than 1 in 10 SMEs create their turnover from exports to other European countries and beyond.

### 2.2. Benefits of a diverse workforce for SMEs

Some of these issues — recruitment of high quality staff and challenges encouraging innovation especially — also face larger companies. But while larger companies have the resources to attract and retain the best staff and foster innovation, SMEs do not (27). However, a diversity agenda or a set of diversity policies and practices, with clear aims and objectives can offer SMEs a cost-effective approach to overcoming these challenges by attracting the best talent and increasing market competitiveness through skills and greater innovation (28). A diversity agenda of this kind can also broaden the potential customer base, expanding the ability of SMEs to sell more products to more customers — a significant contribution when the workforce is too small to allow a diversity of employees (29).

A large majority of the 1 200 SMEs (79 %) that took part in the diversity survey suggested that they recognised business benefits when employing and promoting a diverse workforce.

Although this is overall a very positive finding, it should be interpreted with the context of the research in mind. Crucially, the sample of SMEs was not representative and those that took part were probably in the majority of those with an existing level of awareness in or activities around diversity. It is very likely that ‘in reality’ very many fewer SMEs recognise the business benefits of diversity (30).

Nevertheless, of those that do recognise the business benefits of diversity, the majority (60 %) suggested it was because diversity policies enable the recruitment and retention of high-quality employees. When interviewed, SMEs explained that this aspect was especially important given shortages on the labour market and competition for employees between SMEs and larger enterprises (31). A further 40 % also recognised a link between diversity, creativity and innovation. In relation to this, SMEs explained that employees with diverse backgrounds have different approaches to problems and that this breeds creativity. Furthermore, SMEs suggested that the different perspectives of employees can complement each other and this may lead to innovation.

Other benefits of diversity identified by SMEs included reduced absenteeism and employee turnover, reduced time wasted and time lost, and...
increased client loyalty, increased brand value and the access to new markets. Some SMEs suggested that a diversity policy could help staff to feel that they belong within the company and thus increase the sense of loyalty and dedication to their job (32). Others pointed out that when employees with many years’ experience work alongside new employees they can share their knowledge and skills and help young staff to develop more quickly. In relation to client loyalty, SMEs suggested that diversity can help the company reflect the community of which it is a part and thus increase customer interest and loyalty. SMEs that are internationally active can also better relate to and understand the greater diversity of clients. This can also help when accessing new markets. Overall, diversity was recognised as helping to create a respectable and socially responsible brand.

Taken together, the means by which diversity can provide SMEs with a solution to their particular market challenges is already recognised by SMEs that know something about diversity. The challenge lies in communicating this more effectively to those SMEs that do not recognise the business benefits of diversity or are even not aware of the concept of diversity and inclusion.

2.3. Incorporating diversity: how SMEs establish and implement a diversity agenda

The starting point for most large companies on their diversity journey takes the form of some written statement or policy setting out the principles to which they seek to adhere. In some countries, this is required by law, for example in the United Kingdom or Finland when companies have more than 30 employees. In addition, national voluntary initiatives have been established that provide companies with a set of principles in the form of a ‘diversity charter’ (for example in Germany and France and in Brussels; see Chapter 4 of this report). The value of a written set of principles and a written diversity policy is that they provide an agreed and established reference point for employers, employees, customers and other stakeholders on the importance of non-discrimination in the workplace and society. However, although 79% of SMEs taking part in the diversity survey recognised the business benefits of diversity, just 17% had a formal written diversity policy. A further 55% suggested they had an unwritten policy that was communicated verbally.

When interviewed, SMEs that did not have a written policy suggested it was because they had simply not considered it relevant or that they were planning to create one in the near future. For example, one SME suggested that it did not require a policy as recruitment of staff with diverse profiles happened ‘by chance,’ i.e. when applicants with diverse profiles proved to be the ‘best person for the job.’ Others similarly stressed that they only considered the qualifications of applicants, not the applicant’s social background or other characteristics. Another reason mentioned was that the SME was too small to make a written policy worthwhile or relevant: indeed, the results of the diversity survey suggest that SMEs with 50–249 employees were more likely to have a written policy than SMEs with 1–4 employees (33). Related issues included lack of time to formalise an unwritten policy and lack of support from external organisations in how to write and implement a policy.

(32) This may be increasingly important in the context of lower levels of family based employment within SMEs as owner-managers have to learn new ways of motivating staff members beyond appeals to kinship obligation and duty.

(33) It would be expected that this issue would be even more relevant for SMEs that recruited from within the family only. In that case, appeals to a sense of kinship duty and obligation would often be more important than formal contract.
2.4. Creating a diverse workforce: how SMEs manage human resources

One of the most common reasons given by the 1,200 SMEs surveyed for why they do not have diversity policies is because they employ so few staff. SMEs that recruit from within the family are also more likely to establish working relationships on principles derived from family obligation and duty rather than formal contract. However, SMEs also claim that one of their greatest challenges lies in recruiting the right people. The assumption that diversity equates only with having a diverse — and so almost by definition large — workforce is incorrect. A truly inclusive human resource strategy also rests on simply establishing recruitment and staff development procedures that identify the best person for the job — regardless of their background.

As small organisations, the SME owner-manager tends to be responsible for HRM. The diversity survey suggested that in two thirds of SMEs the owner-manager personally deals with HRM issues, while just 22% rely on a designated HR manager. As would be expected, larger SMEs more often appoint a designated HR manager than smaller SMEs. There is, of course, a clear rationale for this approach: given the size of many SMEs, it could not be any other way. Because of the resource constraints there is a higher risk in SMEs that the person responsible for HRM may not have had the necessary training to ensure that the best possible systems of recruitment and promotion have been developed and implemented, including diversity training. Indeed, when SMEs participating in the diversity survey were asked what kinds of information they required for improving their HR strategies, two thirds suggested advice on how to recruit and select the right employee, how to promote individuals within the workplace, and for further information on training opportunities: all areas where knowledge of diversity issues can make significant contributions.

Reflecting this lack of knowledge, according to the diversity survey very few SMEs make full use of all possible recruitment avenues. Half of the SMEs that took part in the survey rely on word of mouth, while just less than half rely on direct applications with CVs or place advertisements in the local press. Relying on word of mouth is likely to restrict the employment choices of SMEs, given that employees are recruited directly from the owner-manager’s social network or the friends and family of other employees, suppliers, or customers. In most cases, it can be assumed that this network is relatively small and socially homogenous. Given that the majority of SMEs that took part in the survey recognise the business benefits of diversity, this finding is indicative of how many SMEs nevertheless conduct their HRM without full regard to diversity practices. Of course, the economic reality is that word of mouth represents the quickest and cheapest way of filling empty posts within a company.

Direct applications and applications via newspaper advertisements help to broaden the potential pool of applicants. However, there is a high likelihood that employers without HRM training and diversity awareness will favour the CVs of individuals that more closely resemble their own in terms of social and cultural background, while the wording of newspaper advertisements might inadvertently deter people with diverse profiles from applying.

When interviewed, some SMEs suggested that the nature of the work offered meant that it was more suitable to be undertaken by certain kinds of people. A business in Spain indicated that they preferred to employ women for posts that involved customer service and men for posts that involved physical tasks. This view was echoed by another SME that suggested it recruited women for customer service roles because they are ‘better carers’.

These kinds of assumptions may also deter people from submitting CVs or applying for advertised posts. Some women may not feel they can apply for jobs in traditionally male sectors such as heavy industry, construction or haulage, while men might choose not to apply for jobs in the social and childcare sectors.

One of the biggest barriers to having a truly open recruitment process lies in the kinds of characteristics employers tend to seek in potential employees. When asked what kinds of characteristics they look for when employing somebody, the majority of SMEs that took part in the diversity survey claimed that ‘job competence’ was very important. As one interviewee argued, a ‘diversity policy can be kept in mind when recruiting new personnel. However, in the end it is about recruiting the best/most competent and qualified employee, not the most diverse.

In the context of informal recruitment procedures, the risk is that potentially excellent staff will be excluded because of how an employer determines ‘competence’. In some cases, ideas of competence may incorporate irrelevant social, cultural or personality traits and not directly related competences required to execute the job in an appropriate way.

For instance, a large minority of SMEs taking part in the diversity survey suggested they preferred to recruit individuals who understood and to some extent mirrored the image of the company and its values. Again, this is
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rather subjective and can contain a set of biased assumptions about what constitutes the ‘right kind’ of image and set of values. SMEs concerned about client opinions, for example, suggested that they might only employ individuals that reflect their homogenous customer base.

2.5. Context-driven barriers to creating a diverse workforce

According to our survey, the context within which employers recruit and SMEs operate also has a detrimental effect on creating diverse HRM procedures. The most significant barriers included attitudes of employees, confusing legislation, and the nature of the job, which inhibited the employment of certain types of people. Confusing legislation was more often mentioned by micro-enterprises, as was negative client opinions.

While several of these barriers can be overcome through the dissemination of information and provision of training, barriers created by client opinions are harder to challenge. This was also the view of SMEs, who when asked about the external barriers they faced listed more information and better training as key requirements within strategies to overcome them.

In the diversity survey, many SMEs blamed employees for erecting barriers to diversity. While this may be true in some cases, it should be remembered that in others the owner-manager might have been ‘shifting the blame’.

Some SMEs when interviewed suggested that language, cultural or religious differences created distrust and a lack of cohesion within the workforce. For example, one SME indicated that when a Muslim employee took prayer breaks other employees felt uncomfortable, apparently because they were unused to public displays of religious expression. Amongst SMEs that rely on word of mouth when seeking employers, a resistant workforce to diversity is also not likely to nominate individuals with diverse profiles.

A related issue was that of cultural difference, both in terms of the culture of the workplace and the culture of employees. Some SMEs voiced the opinion that the cultural backgrounds of employees manifest as different attitudes to work, in both positive and negative ways. While some SMEs suggested that people from different countries or parts of the world have different expectations in terms of output quality, with some employees producing work that others would not accept, other SMEs argued that some cultures have stronger work ethics that focus on taking pride in work and producing the best results. Some SMEs suggested that because of these kinds of problems and differences, training for employees (for example...
in the national language, cultural differences, communication differences and conflict resolution) was necessary.

In relation to confusing legislation, some SMEs suggested they had problems when it came to their obligations when employing persons with a disability, or when arranging a work permit for someone from abroad. An SME in Spain complained that due to immigration laws certain people from eastern Europe cannot obtain a work permit until a certain date in the future. Others pointed out that when they do employ foreigners they have to complete a lot of paperwork and that this wastes a lot of time. Finally, SMEs suggested that it was difficult to know where they could advertise jobs if they specifically wanted to recruit people with diverse profiles.

### 2.6. SME suggestions for overcoming barriers

During interview SMEs were asked to suggest ways by which they could overcome (or could envisage overcoming) these barriers. In the main, proposed suggestions focused on the further dissemination of knowledge and training within and between SMEs, and by SME intermediary support organisations. Similarly, SMEs were also asked to suggest useful ‘do’s’ and ‘don’ts’ when developing and implementing diversity and equal opportunities policies. The suggestions provided by SMEs are presented in Table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Table 1: SME ‘do’s and don’ts’ when developing and implementing diversity and equal opportunities policies</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>DO</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Do</strong> use support offered by government, business networks, business organisations — they possess knowledge and can give advice when dealing with diversity issues.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Do</strong> keep up to date with national legislation — this can save lots of time when questions and issues emerge.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Do</strong> make in-job training possible — people with disabilities can improve their motor skills and different linguistic groups can improve their language skills.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Do</strong> offer work–life programmes — these can encourage working mothers or people with disabilities that can only work part-time to join the company.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Do</strong> set behaviour standards by using role models — exemplary behaviour of managers and older employees will be adopted by others.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Do</strong> always employ someone because they are the most qualified person for the job.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: 2008 SME diversity survey
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Summary

• A large majority of the 1,200 SMEs (79%) that took part in the diversity survey suggested that they recognise business benefits when employing and promoting a diverse workforce.

• The SME business case for diversity should focus on solving the specific problems and needs of SMEs, not generic business concerns.

• The search for talent and competitiveness through innovation in a business environment of increased challenges and economic uncertainty frames the daily concerns of most SMEs.

• SMEs in the NMS12 face these problems to a greater extent according to the Eurobarometer/Gallup survey.

• A focus on inclusion and diversity can help SMEs to recruit and retain the best talent and foster the conditions that can create product and market innovation.

• SMEs that seek to formalise their HRM strategies and employee diversity training will be better able to attract workers and get the best from them, helping to improve their market position and competitive advantage.

• SMEs seek further forms of advice and guidance in order to succeed in their search for talent and competitiveness.
Joining the dots between diversity, innovation and productivity
In order to meet the challenges and opportunities created by the changing nature of global and local economies, increasing numbers of companies of all sizes are beginning to recognise the important relationship between diversity and innovation (34). This is occurring at a time when innovation has been taking an increasingly central stage in national and European politics. In a 2006 communication entitled ‘Putting knowledge into practice: A broad-based innovation strategy for the EU’ (35), the European Commission underlined that Europe has to become a truly knowledge-based and innovation-friendly society in order to achieve the aim of higher levels of growth (36).

As part of this study, a survey of companies across Europe explored how they envisaged the relationship between diversity, innovation and productivity in more detail (37). In all, 34 detailed responses were received, supplemented by responses to the 2008 EBTP survey discussed above. Further information was also elicited during follow-up interviews with 10 leading companies and during discussions held in a workshop exploring diversity and innovation in Brussels on 26 June 2008.

3.1. Is there a link between diversity, innovation and productivity?

The changing horizons of European businesses at global and local levels present new challenges and opportunities for all companies. Especially in the current context of reduced consumer spending, SMEs as well as large companies must seek new products and markets through innovative ways of doing business (38).

Innovation is a multidimensional term, displaying both ‘subjective’ and ‘objective’ traits. Subjective traits of innovation include the processes of creativity and original thinking, the communication of creative and original thinking to others, and the uptake of those ideas by others. Here, thinking relates to all areas of company activity, including everyday operations and problems through to the research and development of new or existing products, and the sourcing of new suppliers and expansion into new markets.

Objective traits of innovation include the structures within which such ideas are thought about, transmitted to, and taken up by others, and the output and outcome in terms of definable benefits. The success that a company has with encouraging innovation depends upon the ways in which the subjective ‘raw materials’ of innovation — creative thinking by individuals or groups — can be harnessed by the objective structures of innovation. For the purposes of this report, innovation, then, is defined as ‘the generation and introduction of new ideas that lead to the development of new products and services, processes and systems in all areas of business activity’.

The ability of diverse individuals to communicate creative and original thinking to others, and the willingness of those others to listen and respond to such ideas, might be constrained by institutional and non-institutional forms of discrimination. These could include the degree to which the company has a culture of ‘inclusion’ and the objective organisational structures within which creative and innovative thinking takes place. As such, any attempt at encouraging ‘latent’ creativity and innovation within and through diverse workforces must be linked with wider management processes and practices of the businesses themselves.

A final dimension relating to ‘diversity-led’ innovation is that its occurrences and benefits are seldom ‘seen.’ Amongst

(37) The survey was designed by Focus Consultancy Ltd in partnership with the European Institute for Managing Diversity. The questionnaire was distributed to member companies of CSR Europe and via Focus Consultancy and EIMD contact lists. Focus Consultancy and EIMD also conducted follow-up interviews. Neither the survey nor the interviews were conducted with a representative sample of European companies. A workshop further exploring diversity and innovation was organised by Focus Consultancy, EIMD and CSR Europe and held in Brussels on 26 June 2008.
(38) Available from Focus Consultancy upon request.
(39) For further information on the SME business case for diversity and innovation, please see Chapter 2 of this report.
companies that participated in the EBTP survey, although the majority recognised the link between diversity and innovation, only a minority also linked diversity with productivity. Of those that did, the vast majority actively measured the effects of diversity upon their company. Findings obtained through the diversity and innovation survey suggested that whilst many companies are of the opinion that a relationship between diversity and innovation exists, very few can point to specific examples. If the innovative potential of diversity is to be properly leveraged by companies, it is essential that they develop systems of measurement that capture it and thus help to shape future activities to promote it.

Previous research and indeed commentary from business leaders indicates that there can be a positive relationship between diversity and innovation in a business context. Some research examples are listed below.

- Adler (2002) notes that diversity in multicultural teams is associated with positive group outcomes such as increased levels of innovation, creativity and problem solving.

- Hennessey and Amabile (1998) suggest that diversity, when combined with an understanding of individual strengths and weaknesses, and working relationships that are founded upon sensitivity and trust, enhances creativity and problem solving capability.

- Niebuhr (2006) found higher levels of research and development and innovation in regions of Germany that had higher levels of cultural diversity than regions with lower levels of diversity.

- In a most comprehensive study of 1,000 international teams, Gratton et al. (2007) found that innovation was positively correlated with equal gender ratio within work teams and negatively correlated with an unequal ratio.

- Moreover, the internationalisation of innovation renders cultural diversity a reality for innovative teams.

One example of this is the Hewlett-Packard’s latex printing technology — an innovation driven by diversity. The technology is a new solution that offers print service providers a compelling printing alternative for a wide variety of applications. It provides durable, sharp, vivid image quality while reducing the total impact of printing on the environment. The innovation was the result of consciously assembling a diverse team of 120 engineers across four different countries. Issues of cultural and other forms of diversity were effectively managed in order to release the creative potential of different individuals from a wide range of backgrounds. There are a number of ways in which diversity contributes to innovation.

- Flexibility, creativity and the ability to innovate are enhanced by the existence of dissimilar mindsets—that is to say, like-minded people make like-minded decisions, limiting the breadth and depth of innovative and creative thinking.

- While situations where individuals and groups find their existing mindsets, beliefs and knowledge-sets challenged will produce effective learning, this is more likely to happen when there is diverse mix of participants and an environment in which all individuals feel their views are valued.

- Diversity can contribute to more effective decision-making and problem-solving capabilities by providing a diverse range of perspectives, a broader spectrum of expertise and more robust critical evaluation.

- Teams characterised by diversity have the capability to access broader networks of relationships, cultural capital and bicultural competence and bring these assets into the innovation process. Increased productivity, innovation, and creativity are about making effective use of this capacity.

Findings obtained through the EBTP and diversity and innovation surveys suggested that companies actively recognise these benefits. As already mentioned, almost two thirds of EBTP companies said that the link existed, and a further 20% said that they did not know. Interestingly, SMEs and larger companies were equally likely to recognise a link between diversity and innovation.
In the specialised diversity and innovation survey, the large majority of companies that participated did recognise the link between diversity and innovation: some 85%. Furthermore, the benefits of increased innovation were seen by these companies as a key argument for promoting workplace diversity. Of those that recognised there was a link, 32% suggested that diversity-led innovation was one of many equal arguments for diversity, while half suggested that it was among the top three drivers.

However, of those that recognised the link, just less than one third monitored and/or measured the innovation benefits of diversity. This is a common challenge in assessing the impact of diversity generally — because the determining of the causality and connectivity between a diversity initiative and its outcomes, and separating it out from other factors, can be a complex problem that will require further research.

3.2. Areas of diversity and innovation

Companies taking part in the diversity and innovation survey were asked which areas of company activity they thought benefited from diversity-led innovation. These areas can be broadly categorised as product innovation, sales and marketing, procurement, and development of business opportunities with diverse customers. In all, 82% of respondents thought that diversity led to the development of new products.

In relation to sales innovation, participants were asked to evaluate the relationship between diversity and sales and marketing, procurement, and the development of business opportunities with diverse customers. Just over half of the respondents thought that diversity led to innovation in sales and marketing, and half agreed that business opportunities could be created with diverse customers. However, only one third thought that diversity led to innovation in procurement. Attitudes in relation to customer service and engagement were more divided. Half agreed that diversity led to innovation in this field, while half disagreed.

Novartis has developed an external advisory council to act as an independent and objective body to put pressure on Novartis’ executive teams to follow through with diversity commitments. Following pressure from the council, research was conducted into the gender make-up of its agricultural customer base that subsequently led to the development of specific products for women.

L’Oreal noticed that no specialist products existed for Muslim women who wear a veil. Following a consultation process with these women, L’Oreal developed a range of skin-care products that suited their needs.

Finally, companies were asked to evaluate the relationship between diversity and operational innovation. Three quarters of all companies thought that a relationship existed with the management of company and organisational challenges. More than 92% thought that diversity led to innovation in human resource management and staff recruitment and development practices. Just 18% suggested that this related to initiatives specifically for diverse employees, suggesting that the innovative value of diversity led to innovation in sales and marketing, and half agreed that business opportunities could be created with diverse customers. However, only one third thought that diversity led to innovation in procurement. Attitudes in relation to customer service and engagement were more divided. Half agreed that diversity led to innovation in this field, while half disagreed.

3.2. Areas of diversity and innovation

In relation to product innovation, participants were asked whether they thought diversity led to innovation in new and existing products, for new and existing customers. In all, 82% of respondents thought that diversity led to the development of new products.

**Figure 5: Diversity-led innovation leading to new products for new and/or existing customers**

<p>| | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>New</td>
<td>25.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Existing</td>
<td>7.1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Both</td>
<td>50.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>None</td>
<td>14.0%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: 2008 diversity and innovation survey

(47) These are not formal categories but are used to help understand and interpret the data.
processes developed with equality and diversity in mind had value for all staff regardless their background.

Overall, the research suggests that companies strongly associate diversity-led innovation with product innovation and operational innovation, particularly HR issues. Customer service and sales innovation, on the other hand, are less well recognised.

3.3. Benefits of diversity-led innovation

The majority of EBTP companies that recognised the link between diversity and innovation identified HRM processes (60%) and customer service (58%) as benefiting most. Other areas included those related to the development of new products and services.

Companies that took part in the diversity and innovation survey were also asked to evaluate how they perceived the benefits of diversity-led innovation. Questions focused on the benefits of operational and innovative ideas and their effects in terms of organisational efficiency and corporate profit. The large majority of companies agreed with the benefits suggested to them. These included the provision of multiple perspectives to address strategic and operational issues and challenges, greater understanding of and sensitivity towards different customers and market segments (in this sense, the innovation also had product and sales innovation benefits) and the generation of new ideas and synergy from the combination of different ideas. In addition, more than half of the respondents thought that these benefits translated into organisational efficiency and corporate profit.

Dublin Bus in Ireland provides a good example of diversity resulting in greater understanding of a customer segment and the introduction of an innovative strategy. Following consultations and discussions with its older employees, a new marketing initiative was introduced developing positive images and languages in relation to older customers and an awareness-raising initiative in relation to ageism. The result has been seen in positive feedback from these older customers and greater satisfaction of this customer base.

3.4. Barriers to diversity and innovation and productivity

Despite all the positive links between diversity and innovation, we also have to acknowledge that poor diversity management can produce negative results and low levels of innovation. DiStefano and Maznevski (2003) carried out research on 73 company-based teams from six different countries. Their findings suggest the following: Diverse teams tend to perform either better or worse than homogeneous ones, with more performing worse than better.

---

They set out to determine what distinguished the poor performers from the high performers and found that poor diversity management was the key issue.

The main challenge to the linking of diversity and innovation is that differences between members of teams in organisations may lead to reduced cohesion, increased conflict, and problems of communication and participation. In turn these problems may also present certain forms of ‘cultural dominance’ that can lead members of non-dominant groups to remain ‘voiceless’. In this way, the innovation potential of diverse workforces remains dormant.

The key determinant of success is the effective management of diversity. The application of equality and diversity policies in such business contexts not only reduces the negative effects of cultural dominance, but also helps to release the latent innovation potential of diverse staff. In other words, the innovation potential of diversity is best harnessed when efforts to maximise such potential are coordinated with more general and essentially structural approaches to diversity management. The application of organisational embedded strategies rather than individual strategies designed to foster good equality practices, trust and inclusiveness through effective leadership, when combined with creativity and innovation techniques that capitalise on diversity to deliver innovation, provide a basis for increased business and economic productivity and competitive advantage.

Workplace diversity is thus said to be a paradox, or a double-edge sword. When managed poorly it can be as disruptive as it can be beneficial, when managed well. As such, diversity, as well as diversity-led innovation, is seen to be a risk. The innovation benefits of diversity are especially dependent upon good organic, strategic management, both in terms of diversity management and innovation management.

Good diversity management, therefore, is particularly important for encouraging operational innovation as this stems from and relates directly to the functioning of diverse work teams. Broadly, diversity management can encourage (operational) innovation when it focuses on issues of communication, team integration, and the problem of ‘enculturation’ (‘coaching’ staff so they fit into ‘corporate culture’ — usually a version of the dominant group culture). Through these strategies, the positive potential of diverse workforces can be harnessed.

(49) Bassett-Jones, idem: 169.
(50) Adler, idem.
Recognising that gay and lesbian television viewers in Belgium lacked specific programming on the main national television channels, Belgacom created a new market opportunity by establishing a dedicated channel for that community. However, the key challenge that it had to overcome was in convincing the top management of the ‘acceptability’ of such a channel, and addressing issues of stereotype and prejudice.

The most important forms of diversity management were thought to encompass those concerning integration. More than one third of companies in the diversity and innovation survey suggested that overcoming stereotypes was very important. However, between two thirds and three quarters of companies thought that all remaining methods of diversity management were of some importance, especially communication between diverse team members and the suppressing of differences to fit into corporate culture. On the other hand, the issue of enculturation was also considered to be of little importance by 21 % of companies.

3.5. Managing diversity to achieve innovation and productivity

The literature review and the results of the EBTP and diversity and innovation surveys indicate a general acceptance and understanding that diversity can generate innovation in the form of new products, processes and systems. Some 56 % of companies with some form of equality and diversity policy and practices suggested that diversity has a positive impact upon their business, and 63 % identified a link between diversity and innovation. Yet only one third of companies that recognised the link also tried to record its results. As one respondent said, ‘we try to measure and monitor, but it’s hard to isolate the effects deriving from the diversity of staff’.

This challenge shows through in the difficulty of empirically assessing the creativity and innovation that comes through the diversity factor in team membership. Examples of this are less readily available as few organisations will systematically monitor it. On the other hand, what are easier to assess are the focused business interventions to leverage the diversity of the workforce or the customer base into increased creativity and innovation. Examples for these are more prevalent.

These latter examples highlight the ways by which companies can actively seek to harness the innovation potential of their employees. In many instances, policies of equality and diversity are not the leading principle of these initiatives, but are given equal attention alongside policies designed to manage the creativity and innovation of employees. However, this is precisely the means by which the mainstreaming of equality and diversity management can and should be achieved: by releasing it from the HR departments where it was first recognised and developing diversity strategies within other departments. In so doing, the challenges of negative stereotyping, poor communication and poor integration can be overcome through the development of specific organisational processes aimed at providing a space for all employees, within which their ideas can be shared.

Enculturation — defined as the suppression of diversity in order to create a homogenous company culture — specifically has no place there. Indeed, at BASF innovation initiatives actively sought to increase a heterogeneous company culture through encouraging their employees to risk thinking differently and speaking out.
The BASF Group has a ‘Recognition and innovation policy: suggestions for improvement’ programme. It elevates the status of all employees (including students and third-party employees) to that of ‘collaborators’ and gives them the chance to be recognised and rewarded with cash prizes and points for outstanding ideas and contributions to innovation. For example, in BASF Group Spain some 800 suggestions have been implemented over the past four years and EUR 200 000 awarded to employees. Because of these suggestions, BASF Spain has made average savings of more than EUR 1.5 million per year.

For many companies, diversity-led innovation is a reality. It is recognised as a driver for innovation across the range of business activities. Most of the companies contacted in the innovation and diversity survey suggested that new products, services or processes had been developed because of applying a diversity perspective to innovation.

Yet some barriers remain that do inhibit the relationship between diversity and innovation by making it more risky. Innovation means taking risks. While some new and creative ideas succeed, many fail. Individuals who communicate their ideas and companies that listen to such ideas therefore risk a negative outcome. This is especially true when ideas come from diverse individuals who might already feel on the ‘outside’ of mainstream company culture and processes and whose ideas might seem too far outside mainstream company thinking. But, as Scott Norum, a project leader at Hewlett-Packard argues, diversity-led innovation ‘means taking risk — the risk of making mistakes and the risk of trying out ideas that might initially sound off-track — but this is how breakthrough innovation occurs’.

Given this, companies that wish to benefit from the innovation potential of diverse workforces must first create the conditions that encourage risk-taking. This they can do by fostering a culture of inclusion within the business. This is ultimately a management challenge. The benefits of successfully addressing this challenge are seen in fully unlocking the innovative potential of a diverse workforce, increased productivity and improved business and economic performance.

Summary

• Some 56% of EBTP companies with an equality and diversity (E & D) agenda suggested that it has a positive impact upon their business.

• Some 63% of EBTP companies with an E & D agenda identified a link between diversity and innovation.

• Only one third of companies that recognised a link between diversity and innovation also tried to record its results.

• Half of the companies suggested innovation was among the top three drivers for having a policy and practice of diversity and inclusion.

• Product and operational innovation were seen to benefit most from diversity; within this, diversity was seen to lead to new products for new customers and adapted products for existing customers.

• The most prevalent area for diversity to lead to innovation is in HR management and recruitment, with the innovations seen to be of general application and not simply linked to a particular demographic group.

• Many areas of company operations and processes were seen to benefit from diversity-led innovation, particularly better understanding of customers and provision of multiple perspectives.

• Issues of negative stereotyping, poor communication and poor team integration were most seen to inhibit diversity-led innovation.
4 Tools for a successful diversity journey
Companies that respond to new challenges and opportunities created by diversity in the society through implementing a diversity agenda benefit from access to more talent, increased competitiveness and improved conditions for innovation. However, when managed poorly diversity can represent a risk that is just as damaging as well-managed diversity can be beneficial. As such, no company can afford not to take diversity seriously — whether it is in relation to the diversity within the company or the diversity that exists in the contexts in which the company operates. But companies are not alone when they embark upon their diversity journey. Numerous organisations and initiatives exist that can offer companies support and advice along the way. 

4.1. **The role of intermediary organisations**

The role of intermediary organisations for SMEs was investigated alongside the SME business case for diversity. Sixty-four SME intermediaries from across Europe were interviewed and their views on the SME business case for diversity assessed. Further information can be found in the separate report *Diversity for talent and competitiveness — The SME business case for diversity.*

The SME survey suggested that the majority of SMEs do not seek information on diversity at all. Those that do usually refer to the five intermediary organisations:

(i) professional associations/networks;
(ii) central government sources;
(iii) government-sponsored business support agencies;
(iv) training centres/recruitment agencies;
(v) informal networks/clients.

SMEs use these organisations and contacts to obtain support when finding out about or developing equal opportunities and diversity policies.

Most of the 64 SME intermediaries interviewed had placed diversity on their agenda. However, it should be kept in mind that the sample of organisations is not representative. Of organisations that do not have diversity on their agenda, some suggested that this was because they feel diversity is not a concrete work field or explicit issue. It is nevertheless incorporated within sub-projects including those relating to human resources management (HRM). Others suggested that diversity is not an issue or a problem in their country or region, and so see no need to add it to the agenda.

**Intermediaries’ assessment of diversity benefits**

Intermediary organisations were optimistic about the benefits of diversity for SMEs and their ability to stimulate SMEs to develop policies. As one interviewee put it, ‘once SMEs are aware of diversity and the benefits it might create, they like to know more about it’. Intermediaries recognised a range of business benefits for SMEs, ranging from those relating to improved HRM process and employee loyalty and efficiency through encouraging the conditions for creativity and innovation to creating an improved company reputation.

For example, one intermediary suggested that SMEs were able to fill vacancies faster and with staff that are more suitable when they adopted recruitment procedures that facilitated the recruitment of staff with diverse profiles. Another suggested that diversity among employees can imply a diversity of knowledge and ways of thinking that can create innovative solutions, products and markets.

Recognising the costly consequences of discrimination, one intermediary pointed out that it was good for SMEs to be informed of the legislation around discrimination. Finally, other intermediaries recognised that a diverse workforce could make SMEs more attractive to clients. Some organisations recognised that the diversity of their own staff could help to attract SMEs from across various different social groups.

**Intermediaries’ assessment of how some SMEs struggle with diversity**

Intermediaries were asked to suggest how and why some SMEs might struggle with the concept of diversity or developing or implementing diversity policies. As had been predicted at the outset of the research, some organisations suggested that not all SMEs understand the term ‘diversity’ or how it relates to their business practices (this is especially the case when diversity is simply associated with the management of already diverse or large workforces).

Intermediaries suggested that to be successful diversity has to be linked specifically to SME business operations and contexts. Even when SMEs do come to understand the benefits of diversity, support organisations suggested SMEs might face problems implementing policies due to lack of time and resources.

A particular problem identified by intermediaries related to how SMEs

---

can practically implement diversity policies. They pointed out that little exists by way of support for SMEs when preparing individuals from some ‘disadvantaged groups’ for employment. While many SMEs are happy to do all they can to train individuals, some outside help is often required. Related to this, intermediaries suggested that some SMEs would require their existing staff members to undergo additional training in order to accommodate and respond to the needs of colleagues with diverse backgrounds. This again is only something that external organisations can offer, and at a cost in money and time.

Other intermediaries suggested that SMEs were unprepared to risk problems and conflicts in the workplace that could be created by a diversity of staff. Reflecting earlier findings, intermediaries suggested that some SMEs would not be happy recruiting women for traditionally ‘male’ jobs, or because women ask for time off for maternity or childcare responsibilities. Echoing popular assumptions, intermediaries suggested that people with diverse ethnic or religious backgrounds (for example Muslims) could clash with women or homosexuals. For these reasons, some SMEs might fear that other employees would object to a diversity policy and, furthermore, that diversity could deter clients and customers.

How intermediaries support SMEs

During interview, intermediaries were asked to describe how they support SMEs with their HRM needs in general. According to them, the most often requested form of support by SMEs is information on how to recruit the right person for the job. In response, intermediaries provide a range of solutions. Some offer SMEs guidebooks, readers, brochures and other information materials. Many of these can be downloaded from the intermediary’s website. In some cases, the website also hosts a service desk to which SMEs can send their specific questions.

Other intermediaries do not provide support on HRM issues or offer only limited support. Instead, however, intermediaries sometimes provide a platform for SMEs to exchange questions and answers that could encompass HRM issues. By providing peer exchange, they hope that individual solutions can be shared.

Finally, some intermediaries that did not provide support on HRM issues might provide support on diversity specifically. For example, a trade union in the Netherlands does not provide support on HRM but does offer support on diversity through the initiation of employee conversations on ethnic minorities on the shop floor.

The majority of intermediaries that provided support on HRM also provided support on diversity issues. Intermediaries were asked to describe the diversity strands covered and the type of support offered. Most of those interviewed suggested that they focused on only one or a few diversity aspects. The selection of target groups depended upon the social, economic and demographic characteristics of the country and region in which organisations are based. The most often targeted groups included ethnic minorities, women, people with disabilities, and the elderly. A few intermediaries also mentioned groups not often considered in diversity policies: for example, in Poland an intermediary provides support in relation to farmers and artisans. Others focus on particular issues — for example, the arrival of immigrant workers into a national or regional economy and its impact upon the labour prospects of all citizens.

The most common types of support provided by intermediaries include information and advice, networking opportunities, financial support for implementing diversity strategies, and diversity awards. Most intermediaries offer a website where information about diversity is presented and where experts can be contacted for further information. When supporting the development and implementation of a diversity plan some provide SMEs with a guidebook or other support materials such as brochures. Others also suggested they try to contact SMEs directly through site visits or consultancy activities. Other forms of support include training sessions, meetings, conferences and seminars.
Networking opportunities provided by intermediaries exist at international, national and local levels. Through these, SMEs can exchange information, knowledge and experiences relating to diversity. Some intermediaries also provide financial support for companies when their diversity action relates to a specific or locally disadvantaged group. Finally, several intermediaries have established ‘best practice’ awards. These awards can help to promote the relevance and importance of diversity for SMEs.

**Best practice for SME intermediaries**

During interview, intermediaries were asked to suggest how they can best help SMEs embark and continue on the diversity journey. One intermediary summed up the general feeling by stating, ‘The term “diversity” does not say much to SMEs. One must explain what is meant by “diversity” and show there is an economic advantage. One must make it practical. If it remains general, SMEs are not likely to take it up.’

Some of the specific and practical suggestions that emerged from the interviews included those listed below.

- Create awareness amongst SMEs on the relevance and value of diversity.

Focus on the specific needs of SMEs including branch and regional issues.

- Communicate the message in a positive and inspiring way — focus on the economic advantage.

- Collect and disseminate ‘best practice’ examples — ‘best practice’ awards can be a great help.

- Demonstrate how SMEs have overcome barriers to create a functioning and beneficial diversity policy and diverse workforce.

- Create support tools that are personal and direct — include training, coaching and discussion.

- Make sure to include middle management — they are even more important than employees to target.

- Provide general information about diversity on a website.

- Offer practical advice and examples — this can save SMEs a lot of time.

4.2. The role of diversity charters

Although positive developments regarding non-discrimination and diversity in the workplace can be seen across Europe, far more still needs to be done. Of the companies that participated in the 2008 EBTP survey, 56 % said they had some kind of equality and diversity (E & D) policies and practices in their enterprise. Of these, many would prefer to have simplified access to further sources of information and support, especially when starting out on their diversity journey.

Attempts to interest companies in adopting and developing diversity policies take several forms. While legally the consequences of instigating or permitting discrimination in the workplace provide a ‘push’ factor for companies to adopt diversity policies, it needs to be emphasised that many also respond favourably to ‘pull’ factors such as the ethical and moral arguments and the obvious, often HRM, business benefits associated with diversity. Many companies are also making strong links between E & D policies on the one hand, and corporate social responsibility (CSR) on the other.

Responding to both the ‘push’ and ‘pull’ factors, a range of voluntary initiatives exists to encourage companies to adopt or further develop their existing diversity policies. These initiatives include competitions for ‘best practice’ awards issued by external bodies (52), systems of ranking and benchmarking that measure success in developing and implementing diversity policies (53), and collaborations between private companies and public-sector contractors that encourage business

---

(52) ‘Best practice’ awards exist in the majority of European countries. They tend to be issued by a range of governmental and non-governmental bodies operating at national, regional and local levels. While some bodies give awards for action around a specific diversity ground (for example gender or race and ethnicity), others recognise activities in relation to diversity more generally. Furthermore, some awards are size and sector specific, while others consider SMEs alongside larger companies and those operating in any field of business. Companies are typically considered by self-nomination and awards issued on a yearly basis.

(53) Various forms of ranking and benchmarking exist, and they often go by different names. However, the overall principle is that companies self-assess and/or are subject to external assessment of their diversity policies and awarded a grade. Assessment typically takes place on a yearly basis and special awards are given to the best/most improved companies.
between organisations with a proven diversity record (54). They also include the idea of 'labels'; in France, for instance, there is now a diversity label in addition to the equality label.

Many existing voluntary initiatives focus on companies with already established policies and practices. In Germany, France and the Brussels Capital Region (BCR), 'diversity charters' seek to provide starting points for companies setting out on their diversity journeys as well as a framework for developing existing policies. It should be noted that there is currently positive development in setting up diversity charters in other countries such as Spain and Switzerland.

Operating at national and regional levels and financially sponsored by a range of governmental and private or public organisations, diversity charters also provide a recognised public ‘trademark’ that symbolises commitment to diversity issues. Furthermore, diversity charters are open to any public or private company, and signing up to a charter requires no formal inspection or assessment, making this a completely voluntary initiative. As such, diversity charters are widely seen to be suitable for companies with little or no prior experience of implementing diversity and as useful ways of encouraging further action to be taken.

Company reactions to diversity charters

To understand company reactions to diversity charters, research was conducted with the EBTP (55) and through a separate survey (56) with 62 signatories in Germany, France and Brussels. In addition, 20 interviews were conducted with signatories and non-signatories to elicit further information. Finally, a workshop was held for signatories and non-signatories in Brussels on 26 June 2008 (57). For further information regarding the methodology employed and the full results, please see the report Voluntary diversity initiatives in and for Europe — The role of diversity charters.

Figure 10: How diversity charters can benefit E & D policies within companies

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Benefit</th>
<th>Percentage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Can help to achieve progress in diversity management</td>
<td>32.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Improves reputation of the company</td>
<td>39.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Strengthens the commitment of the company to non-discrimination and diversity</td>
<td>33.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Raising internal awareness of non-discrimination and diversity issues</td>
<td>52.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other</td>
<td>2.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>None of the above</td>
<td>26.0%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: 2008 EBTP diversity survey

(54) For example, Diversity Works for London (http://www.diversityworksforlondon.com/).
(55) See the report The state of diversity management in 2008 for further information.
(56) The survey was designed by Focus Consultancy and was available in German, English and French. It was distributed by CSR Europe and through direct contact with signatory companies by Focus Consultancy. The sample of signatories and non-signatories was not balanced and neither were representative. For further details, please see the report Voluntary diversity initiatives in and for Europe.
(57) The workshop was organised by Focus Consultancy, EIMD and CSR Europe.
(58) Chi = 0.002; Phi = 0.193.
(59) Chi = 0.002; Phi = 0.193.
signing of a diversity charter is/could be beneficial to their company (60). Furthermore, companies in the EU-15 were more likely than companies in the NMS12 to think that signing a diversity charter would not be beneficial (35 % to 16 %), while companies in the NMS12 were more likely to have no opinion (36 % to 62 %).

Attitudes were equally split when companies were asked whether they thought a diversity charter was/would be a good idea in their country. Of all companies, just over one third thought that a diversity charter would be a good idea in their country. However, 23 % disagreed and 40 % again had no opinion. No difference was found between the responses of SMEs and larger companies. However, companies in the NMS12 were more likely to favour diversity charters than companies in the EU-15 (51 % to 35 %).

Benefits of diversity charters

Among companies participating in the EBTP survey, the most popular reason given for the benefits of diversity charters was that they helped/could help raise internal awareness around diversity issues. However, this issue only received a small majority of support while others received the support of around one third of companies. Responses to this question were affected by the size of companies responding. Larger companies were more likely than SMEs to think diversity charters could help to achieve progress in diversity management (61), improve company reputation (62), strengthen company commitment to diversity and non-discrimination (63), and/or raise internal awareness of diversity and non-discrimination issues (64).

Extensions of diversity charters across Europe

Finally, 30 % of EBTP companies said that they would see the benefit of signing up to a European-wide initiative, 24 % to a national initiative and 14 % to a regional/local initiative. The largest group of respondents — one third — did not know. The size of companies was associated with how companies responded to this question. SMEs were more likely to favour a regional-level initiative, companies with 250 to 499 employees a national-level initiative, and companies with over 500 staff members an EU-level initiative (65). Not totally unexpected, this perhaps reflects the geographical level at which SMEs and larger companies respectively work: SMEs are more concerned with local and regional level issues while larger companies are more concerned with national, international and global issues.

Why some EBTP companies weren’t interested in diversity charters

When interviewed later, non-signatories taking part in the EBTP survey were asked why they had not signed or were not interested in diversity charters. Several companies saw no added value in signing a charter, either because they were too small for a diversity policy, or because their country region or business sector was not diverse (or from their point of view had no problem with discrimination issues). Additionally, some thought that commitment to non-discrimination and diversity should be obvious without recourse to a charter. Other companies suggested that they were already involved enough with diversity and thus did not need to sign a charter.

Signatory reactions to diversity charters

Sixty-two signatory companies returned the diversity charter questionnaire. These companies suggested they had first heard about the charter through direct diversity charter promotional and awareness-raising literature, entrepreneurial and business networks, and national or regional government bodies — the recognised routes along which many companies tend to receive information about diversity (66). In the majority of cases (73 %), actions leading to the signing of the diversity charter — as well as the signing itself — were led by the top executive levels of management.

When interviewed, signatory companies suggested that as well as being a requisite of company policy for top-level management to agree to such activities, the involvement of senior figures helped consolidate the importance of signing the charter for all employees. Typically, the signing was accompanied by a degree of internal and external publicity and all staff members were made aware of what was taking place. According to some interviewees, this created a useful sense of momentum around the development of diversity policies and practices.

(58) Chi = 0.002; Phi = 0.193.
(59) Chi = 0.002; Phi = 0.193.
(60) SMEs 21 %; 250–499 staff 26 %; 500+ staff 42 %; Chi = 0.001; Phi = 0.234.
(61) 500+ staff 44 %; 250–499 staff 31 %; SMEs 27 %; Chi = 0.016; Phi = 0.157.
(62) 500+ staff 59 %; 250–499 staff 36 %; SMEs 31 %; Chi = 0.000; Phi = 0.240.
(63) 500+ staff 54 %; 250–499 staff 28 %; SMEs 35 %; Chi = 0.005; Phi = 0.179.
(64) 500+ staff 60 %; 250–499 staff 49 %; SMEs 45 %; Chi = 0.084; Phi = 0.121.
(65) Chi = 0.001; Phi = 0.261.
Expected and perceived benefits that followed from signing the diversity charter

When companies that took part in the research signed the diversity charter, they expected several benefits to follow. The majority (82%) assumed that it would lead to increased internal awareness about diversity issues. A further 58% thought that the signing of the charter would lead to increased networking opportunities, 57% considered it would lead to increased management commitment to diversity, and the same percentage again to good public relations and improved company reputation. More than half of those that took part in the research suggested that the action had instigated the development of existing policies or implementation of some new ones.

Quite interestingly, one quarter of signatories that took part in the research suggested that the signing of the charter had led to the development of a completely new agenda. Albeit not conclusively, this last finding suggests that although diversity charters are seen as starting points for many companies, the majority of those that took part in the research had in fact some kind of diversity policy already in place.

According to companies that took part in the research, several areas of diversity and business activity benefited from signing the diversity charter. In relation to diversity activity, the majority (73%) identified increased levels of internal awareness. A further 50% identified an improved reputation of the company’s commitment to diversity, and 47% witnessed an increased commitment of management to diversity issues.

In relation to business activity in general, the majority (71%) identified areas relating to staff recruitment, retention and management, while large minorities identified staff training and development (47%) and work–life programmes (36%).

Signatories’ assessment of possible extensions and improvements

Signatory companies taking part in the research were asked to consider the value of ‘extensions’ to the diversity charters. Several companies selected more than one possible kind of extension, with some selecting all of them. Overall, however, 30% of companies suggested they would like to see an EU-wide initiative. This approach may have arisen from the fact that the majority of companies that had completed the questionnaire were large and operated at European and global levels. Indeed, this issue was echoed by some companies, during interviews, who explained that rather
Continuing the Diversity Journey

than signing up to charters in each country where they had an operation it would be more relevant to sign up to a single, European-wide charter — one that would be recognised across all national borders and hence within each country.

When probed, however, companies that favoured a national-level charter (either individually or in conjunction with an EU-level charter) suggested that this was because each country needed something that reflected the particular economic and social context of that country. For example, some French companies pointed out that the charter in their own country was built upon the principles of the French Republic as codified in the constitution, or was suited to the particular needs of ethnic minority groups across France. Taking the issue further, other companies suggested that a regional or local level initiative would be even more suitable. Some companies in Germany suggested that the very different economic and social histories of eastern and western Germany, for instance, necessitated quite different approaches. Finally, a company in Belgium was keen to point out how relevant it was for a single charter for the Brussels Capital Region (BCR), as it responded to the needs of the region and its specific situation.

Interestingly, around one third of companies also suggested that separate initiatives for companies of different sizes or operating in different fields could be useful. Representing a very large company, one interviewee suggested that the needs and business contexts of large and small companies were too different to accommodate a single perspective on diversity. Another suggested that diversity issues were greater in some business sectors than in others.

Signatory companies were also asked how diversity charters might be improved upon. Although more than half of those taking part in the research suggested they expected networking opportunities with companies, less than one third wanted to see more opportunities for networking. One interviewee in France suggested that because company details were already available on the website, there was no need for further information. Another company in Germany suggested that they were unlikely to do business with companies just because they were a signatory to the diversity charter although they did recognise the value of greater opportunities for sharing information on diversity.

Just less than half of all the companies taking part in the research suggested that a system of measuring, ranking and recognising commitments through some kind of ‘best practice’ award or similar form of recognition would be useful. It should be noted that during the diversity charter workshop and during many of the interviews this issue was seen as being quite controversial. For example, during interviews, some companies already heavily involved with diversity issues suggested they would like to see this kind of development because they already compete for awards elsewhere and hence it would make sense for the diversity charter also to award one. On the other hand, companies that

![Figure 13: Areas of diversity activity that benefited from signing the charter](source: 2008 diversity charter survey)

![Figure 14: How diversity charters might be improved](source: Diversity charter survey)
had just set out on their diversity journey were not inclined to be measured and ranked. Quite insightfully, they pointed out that this could in fact deter some companies from signing the charter in the first place.

A large majority of the companies that took part in the research suggested, however, that they could benefit from more reviews of how the principles to which they were committed were being put into practice. They also intimated that they needed more information on just how to do this, because especially those already heavily involved in diversity felt that the signing of the charter was ‘too easy’. They went on to suggest that because of the non-compulsory nature of the charter process, the danger existed that the value of the diversity charter as a symbol of respect for diversity would be reduced, because companies do not have to follow through and act on their commitments. Some feared that the charter could, quite simply, become a cynical public relations device or mere rhetoric. Several companies that had not signed a diversity charter suggested that this was already the case, and that is why they had refrained from becoming signatories.

A significant number of signatories suggested that more practical reviews and guidelines would help them and others to implement the charter ‘best practices’ correctly, as well as providing further motivation and momentum for further work in the area. These companies also tended to suggest that after signing the charter they required not only more general help and advice but also more specific assistance on how to measure and monitor progress.

Summary

- Diversity charters are among the latest in a list of voluntary diversity initiatives aimed at encouraging companies to take diversity seriously, and develop and implement diversity policies.

- Unlike many kinds of initiatives, however, diversity charters stand as both valuable starting points for companies wishing to embark upon the diversity journey while also providing a framework for companies to develop existing policies.

- Because of their ‘dual role,’ little consensus exists between charter signatories over the degree to which commitments should be monitored and rewarded. While companies that actively seek diversity accolades recognise the benefit of having one awarded by the charter, companies that are new to diversity do not. It seems that a careful line must be drawn between creating a diversity charter that is open to all companies and ensuring that real actions on diversity do stem from it.

- Although opinions are strongly divided over the value of an EU-level initiative — with a large number of companies simply unsure about where they stand — it would seem that preference rests with extending charters at national level (and within countries perhaps even to regional level). The vast majority of companies and SMEs operate at regional and even just local level. Diversity initiatives are thus most valuable when they speak to issues and concerns relevant to those levels (67).

- At the EU level, there exists a need: (a) to promote actively the exchange of experience between charter organisations; (b) to promote the setting-up of charters in other countries; and (c) to consider the establishing of an awards scheme and/or a Europe-wide ‘labels’ initiative based, perhaps, upon the French model. There could also be some merit for companies operating EU-wide in considering creating an EU-level charter.

(67) See Diversity for talent and competitiveness.
Business schools and company networks: educating and training business leaders for tomorrow
Managers and business leaders have to respond to the diversity challenges and opportunities with innovation and dynamism. In this context, business schools have a growing and vital role in training business leaders for the future, as well as providing career-long and organisational forms of support (68). In addition to diversity management training, issues raised during this report have identified a particular need for more company target-setting and measuring to take place if successful diversity journeys are to be planned and embarked upon. To facilitate this, greater dialogue between business schools and companies needs to take place during which each communicates what is required, with a view to putting research and teaching firmly into practice (69).

As part of this study, two surveys — one with business school deans and the other with faculty (70) members — aimed at understanding the ‘state-of-the-art’ in diversity management teaching and research across Europe and beyond. The feasibility of a network of business schools and companies was also investigated. In total, responses to the deans survey were received from 254 academic institutions, 137 of which were based in Europe. A further 119 institutions returned the faculty survey, and 88 of these were based in Europe. Following this, 32 institutions were selected for qualitative research into their current teaching and research activities; which resulted in the collection of 20 ‘good practice’ case studies. Finally, 15 follow-up interviews were conducted with academic scholars across Europe.

The natural follow-on from the research and data analysis was to launch the key findings and insights in a relevant public forum. To that end, on 23 June 2008, a ‘Symposium on diversity management education and curriculum development’ was held in Madrid, Spain (71). Organised by EABIS in partnership with Focus Consultancy, EFMD and EIMD, the symposium was hosted by the ESADE Business School. The event brought together over 80 participants from 13 nations, representing a wide range of roles and sectors including research faculty, senior managers from multinational corporations and SMEs, NGOs and public authorities.

The full methodology of the results and outcomes of the research are presented in the report Diversity management and business schools — Current practice and future partnerships.

5.1. Diversity at the strategic level

Diversity management as a strategic initiative

Business schools and universities are not atomised entities operating outside the societal context. On the contrary, they can be expected to reflect the community of which they are part. However, in recent years business schools (especially) and universities have been criticised for not following societal trends and meeting expectations. Some argue that business schools do not educate students to become ethical and responsible leaders, whereas others claim that they have ‘lost their way’, failing to live up to their original mission (72).

The data obtained from the survey show clearly that today’s deans acknowledge the importance of diversity management issues and its relevance to the (societal) performance of the school. Over 65 % of European deans (73) believe that their institution has a particular strategic or high-level focus on diversity, whereas only 15 % think that it does not. A further 20 % of respondents report that diversity management activities are being developed or planned in their institution.

The result is particularly interesting in the context of research activities. The data suggest that deans do not consider diversity management to be high on the research agenda of their institutions, with only 45 % of deans responding that diversity management was currently a major area of research for their schools. This finding seems to support the conclusion of Richard et al. (2008) (74) that more research on this subject is needed to nurture the consolidation of the discipline within academic curricula, and to address the priority knowledge and learning agenda for business on diversity-related themes.


(69) A small minority of EBTP companies suggested that they used business schools as sources of support and information when implementing diversity policies. However, the same small number used organisations such as chambers of commerce — the problem may not lie with the distance between academia and ‘real world’ practice but with levels of awareness and dialogue between stakeholders.

(70) The term ‘faculty’ refers to the academic staff of a business school or university. In this report we refer mostly to academic staff with diversity expertise.

(71) Further information on the symposium and research presented is available online (http://www.eabis.org/education/business-case-for-diversity.html).


(73) The percentage refers to deans having answered positively to one or more of the areas highlighted as part of Figure 15.

Key barriers and drivers: factors influencing diversity management performance

It would appear that the future development of diversity management as an academic field is strongly linked to business school leaders committing to support it as a strategic priority. In general, the greatest barriers to this seem to be lack of funding and management tools/systems. The greatest drivers are management commitment and student and faculty interest. Results also indicate that deans regard pressure from a number of institutional stakeholders (students, faculty and business) as a significant catalyst for more activity around diversity management issues.

The deans' perceptions of barriers and drivers for diversity management vary to some extent by region. For instance, respondents in north European countries seem to be more likely to consider legislation as a driver for diversity management. Those from east European countries are more likely to consider access to funding as a key obstacle to further promotion of diversity management.

These barriers and drivers certainly influence decanal views of the future development of the field. In fact, the large majority believe that there will be more institutional emphasis on diversity management in the next two to three years across research, employees, teaching and student affairs (ranging from 58.2 % to 74.2 % respectively). Only a very small minority thought that diversity management would lose momentum in that same period (between 3.3 % and 8.2 %). Again, perspectives on the future of diversity management differ within Europe. Deans in eastern Europe seem confident that there will be more focus on diversity management in teaching whereas their colleagues in southern Europe are of the opinion that growing emphasis on diversity issues will in particular be apparent in student affairs.

How business schools and universities can find their way to diversity

Realising that diversity management is a long-term challenge for key stakeholders and their own institutions, business schools and universities are clearly expressing commitment to include it in teaching, research, student affairs and employment practices. Not doing so might in fact create a notable risk in terms of talent recruitment and retention in a highly competitive marketplace. More broadly, failure to do so poses a longer-term risk regarding the business capability to manage diversity and to create institutional, economic and societal value from it.

The current levels of strategic commitment are encouraging and a vital first step, but clearly the journey is far from completion. Well-intentioned policies, strategies and mission statements are not enough to guarantee the integration of diversity management in everyday teaching, research and employment practices. To develop diversity management as a core domain
of activity in management education, committed teachers and researchers will for example require enhanced tools and resources to design specific teaching contents and generate new knowledge. It will also be important to recruit, train and support faculty staff, which should result in both a diverse representation of persons and thoughts and, ultimately, the fostering of innovation and change.

There will also need to be a concerted effort on the part of the deans to promote interconnectivity and dialogue with other scholars and disciplines within their schools and universities. Finally, schools must encourage new and better partnerships and dialogues with other critical stakeholders, especially business itself. Only through a more integrated exploration of the systemic impact of diversity management on companies and organisations will we define, understand and respond to an optimal agenda for progress. The next section intends to investigate and explore these issues in greater depth.

5.2. Diversity at the faculty level

Although important, it is not enough that deans formulate the overall vision and set the strategic directions for diversity issues in universities and business schools. Faculty members are largely responsible for bringing these visions and strategies to life, either through research, teaching or student engagement. Therefore, understanding diversity management in business schools also requires an understanding of how faculty members perceive the subject and integrate it in their day-to-day activities. With this purpose, a second survey looked for ‘an insider’s perspective’ on four thematic areas: (i) curriculum and teaching, (ii) research, (iii) diversity in institutional management students and staff (75), and (iv) institutional collaboration (networking) (76).

Diversity management — curriculum and teaching in Europe

The research suggested that three quarters of European faculty respondents state that diversity management already features in their institution’s academic teaching programme (77). Another 15% indicated that such a step is being planned or developed in the future. Approximately half of the respondents suggested that their institution has offered teaching on diversity issues for more than four years. This finding was replicated during interviews. Some interviewees believed that diversity management teaching is still in its infancy whereas others argued that their institutions have dealt with these issues for decades. An analysis of regional responses also suggests that institutions in northern and western Europe are more likely to have introduced diversity management.

In response to the survey, faculty members have expressed different business-relevant learning objectives for addressing diversity management in curriculum and teaching, with the main objective stated as awareness-raising and helping students understand the business case for diversity.

This suggests that many business school and university programmes are at an early stage in their curricular development. As such, they have not yet begun to include systemically more focused management tools and practices into their classrooms. Clearly, there is plenty of scope for faculty to develop these

---

(75) Survey findings on students and staff are not included as part of this report. Full details on these can be found in the separate report Diversity management and business schools.

(76) See Section 5.3.

(77) Whilst the data of the deans survey is representative (response rate of 25.4%), the faculty survey should be seen rather as a showcase of current ‘good practice’ and emerging innovation as most likely much of the faculty data has been provided by leading institutions already engaged or engaging in diversity management activities.
current initiatives into a strategic approach to diversity management across different business disciplines.

Similar to the deans survey, the faculty data suggest cultural and gender issues dominate the curriculum, whereas issues in relation to religion, sexual orientation and disability are less emphasised. The interviews shed further light on this subject. For instance, the interviewees generally believe that, for example, gender issues have been a topic for years. However, changes in the environment (e.g. due to globalisation and immigration) have made it increasingly relevant to broaden the scope of diversity teaching and research. Therefore, the interviews indicate that we are seeing the contours of a thematic shift in diversity education and research; from a narrow one-dimensional focus to a broader and more multi-faceted perspective.

Some regional differences were found regarding the diversity issues covered in the curriculum. Institutions in western Europe seem to emphasise issues in relation to cultural background/nationality, whereas their colleagues in northern Europe are more likely to integrate the gender aspect of diversity management in curriculum and teaching.

Overall, it is important to note, however, that only one third of institutions, according to the faculty members, have procedures for evaluating whether learning objectives have achieved their anticipated effects. Therefore, it is difficult to assess if the diversity management curriculum and teaching are having their desired impacts.

### The organisation of the diversity management curriculum and teaching

Faculty respondents reported that diversity management teaching initiatives come predominantly from organisational behaviour or international human resource management departments (or close equivalents thereof). Others mentioned frequently were corporate social responsibility and business ethics. Even though there are substantial differences between these institutions, what seems to be clear is that more technical disciplines like accounting, finance, marketing, and strategy are not yet seen as natural domains within which to integrate diversity management content and programmes. This result contrasts with the views of some of the interviewees, who think of diversity management as a cross-sectional topic that should be integrated in mainstream courses on management, strategy and marketing, following to some extent the ESSEC Business School model.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>As a section of another course or module</th>
<th>As elective or optional classes or modules</th>
<th>As compulsory classes or modules</th>
<th>As a major area of specialisation</th>
<th>As a full degree</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Undergraduate</strong></td>
<td>31</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(BA, BSc, etc.)</td>
<td>70.5 %</td>
<td>36.4 %</td>
<td>15.9 %</td>
<td>4.5 %</td>
<td>0.0 %</td>
<td>10.0 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Masters</strong></td>
<td>17</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(MA, MSc, etc.)</td>
<td>39.5 %</td>
<td>51.2 %</td>
<td>27.9 %</td>
<td>9.3 %</td>
<td>9.3 %</td>
<td>10.0 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>MBA</strong></td>
<td>17</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>60.7 %</td>
<td>25.0 %</td>
<td>17.9 %</td>
<td>10.7 %</td>
<td>0.0 %</td>
<td>100.0 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Executive education</strong></td>
<td>9</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>56.3 %</td>
<td>18.8 %</td>
<td>18.8 %</td>
<td>12.5 %</td>
<td>0.0 %</td>
<td>100.0 %</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Continuing the Diversity Journey

ESSEC Business School — Chair of Diversity and Performance

Inaugurated in September 2007, the Chair of Diversity and Performance brings together complementary domains (diversity management, intercultural management and marketing). The chair comprises:

- a teaching function, recruiting between 15 to 20 MBA students each year to work on diversity-related topics in order to prepare the managers of tomorrow for the complexity of the situations they will have to deal with;
- a research function, working on issues of diversity in HR, the discourse of diversity, branding issues, etc.; and
- a promotional function, promoting diversity issues in colloquia.

ESSEC works in close collaboration with its founding partners, L’Oréal, Air France and Deloitte, in the Chair to set research priorities, definitions and perceptions of diversity, and identify practical projects in which to engage students following diversity management courses.

The research also indicates that in terms of teaching, diversity management is typically part of a core or an elective course (see Table 2). Only rarely is it a major area of specialisation. Moreover, diversity management seems to be taught with greater frequency at the undergraduate level compared to Masters or MBA programmes. What is not clear from the survey responses, however, is whether the elective courses themselves are linked directly to what students cover in their core curriculum.

Diversity management is taught mainly through lectures and case studies. Only rarely are alternative methods and tools (simulations, field trips, media, etc.) used in diversity management training. Interestingly, the traditional teaching methods are criticised by some of the interviewees who consider them as too static. Instead, more experimental learning methods (gaming, simulations, virtual interaction, etc.) are considered as key in teaching diversity. As one of the interviewees argues, people need to experience diversity in order to understand and manage it. Exchange of knowledge regarding dynamic teaching methods can be one of the issues covered by a business–academic network on diversity management.

Drivers and barriers for diversity management: teaching and curriculum change

According to the faculty survey data, the three key factors influencing curriculum change are (i) faculty interest, (ii) increasing research activity; and (iii) student demand. External issues involving governmental bodies (education polices, government incentives and regulation) are seen as comparatively less important. Collaboration with other business schools and universities is not yet seen as a strategic benefit or incentive for more activity on diversity management in the curriculum and teaching. One possible explanation for this final point is that the relevant community of scholars has not yet reached critical mass in terms of numbers and geographic proximity to forge stronger partnerships and institutional links.

Interestingly, the interviewed faculty members do not necessarily share the view of the survey respondents when it comes to the drivers and barriers for diversity management. The interviewees seem more likely to emphasise changes in the external environment as a driver, e.g. the consequences of globalisation and new regulation. With regard to the latter, the interviewees refer to changes in labour laws as a factor that has stimulated an interest in diversity. Moreover, the interviewed faculty members are also less inclined to consider student demand as a driver of diversity management teaching. On the contrary, students, firms and other stakeholders do not yet seem to demand more diversity management courses.

In the view of some of the interviewees, the limited demand slows down the pace of advancing and expanding diversity management.

However, both the survey respondents and the interviewed faculty members consider research as a driver for the introduction of diversity management into the curriculum. One of the interviewees notes that teaching on diversity management is simply an opportunity for capitalising on previous research. Scholars directly involved in this field seem to be aware of the need to develop theories that are more specific and management tools that align with corporate practice and managerial training demands. But problems are identified with regard to resources. In fact, faculty members generally perceive funding as the biggest obstacle to teaching advances. Moreover, just as faculty interest can be a key driver, a lack of faculty interest is also viewed as a serious impediment for the promotion of diversity management content.

Overall, European faculty members perceive more drivers than barriers in diversity management. This positive view is also reflected in their expectations about the future. None of the respondents believe that a decrease in diversity management teaching will be witnessed in the next two to three years, and the majority is of the opinion that activities will be expanded.
Diversity management and future research agendas

Faculty members highlight research as one of the key drivers for the future development of diversity management mainstreaming. Once again, roughly three quarters of the faculty respondents claimed their institutions are conducting research on the theme. This is especially the case in northern Europe where 88.6% of respondents indicate research activities on diversity management.

By extension, 37% of faculty respondents cited a research chair, centre or group dedicated to diversity management in their institutions. If we compare this finding with the results from the deans survey, there seems to be a potential gap between the high-level strategic focus on diversity management at the institutional level and the actual allocation of resources dedicated to diversity management research. Moreover, when specific centres on diversity management exist, they are relatively small. Centres with just one to five academic staff members were the most frequent.

Another relevant indicator of the importance of diversity in research initiatives is its inclusion in PhD programmes. In the survey responses, 35.3% indicate that their institutions addresses diversity management through its doctoral programmes — but mostly by having specific sessions on these issues. Only two respondents reported that the institution had a specific PhD programme dedicated to diversity management issues. These doctoral initiatives are particularly relevant for the future of the field, as they are the basis for the development of a trained and committed research staff.

Lastly, when looking at the dimensions covered by diversity management research, the results from the survey indicate that (i) gender equality, (ii) equal opportunities, and (ii) cross-cultural management dominate the field.

5.3. Feasibility of a network of business schools and companies

The faculty survey demonstrated a significant consensus (78.7%) among academic experts that they would consider an active contribution to a European or global network of companies and business schools on the theme of diversity management. This sentiment was further expressed by business schools and companies at the June symposium. Through post-survey interviews, the research team invited some leading academics to elaborate further.

‘There has to be an exchange of ideas, knowledge and experience which today is in the corporate world. There has to be more links with other research centres and with business. There is still a huge gap to manage in all diversity-related subjects.’

‘Learning from each other and exchanging ideas is important. [The] objective would be to combine academia and the business sphere ... [to] generate good research questions. Business can raise their dilemmas and suggest business-focused questions. This is what makes research relevant to business.’

The result of this wide-ranging research and consultation with business schools and companies makes it clear that a well-structured collaboration on diversity management is perceived to be of potential value. Corporate managers acknowledge that business schools have considerable experience in direct relationships with firms large and small (arguably more so than universities). Their researchers often fill external advisory or consulting roles on strategy- or systems-based management change projects. This level of access and insight enhances the prospect of a genuinely business-relevant collaboration in various dimensions.
Leading European business schools have a depth of insight and breadth of knowledge across business disciplines to channel into a high-level, multi-stakeholder dialogue on a diversity management agenda. They are not limited to informing the debate on ‘big business’ however. Institutions are renowned for their intensive research on SMEs, both as part of corporate supply chains and as stand-alone entrepreneurial activities. Therefore, a future network might realistically focus more on multinational corporations, or could include the smaller firms connected to their supply chain. The key, as always, would be to convince researchers to adopt a genuinely interdisciplinary approach that crosses the boundaries of their own field of expertise. Core arguments in favour of collaboration include those listed below.

- The strategic management of diversity issues in the workplace cannot be separated from the broader challenges of evolving HRM frameworks and developing the human capital of the firm. Companies are facing growing threats in terms of talent retention, staff turnover and impact on performance. Developing a sustainable workforce environment has therefore become a top priority for companies and stakeholders of all sizes.

- Future dialogue and research must avoid taking an overly narrow view of individual diversity issues. Rather, they should examine the impact of diversity within the context of corporate strategy and systems management.

- As key suppliers of management training (theoretical and practical) with close relationships to business (local and international), business schools are vital actors for raising awareness among current and future managers on the strategic relevance of workforce diversity.

- A future role for academia should be to develop new theoretical insights and tools better aligned with real-world corporate HR and training experiences. Emphasis must be placed on format, so that material can be easily integrated into corporate training and education programmes.

- Companies would benefit from academic insights on new learning styles such as a shift from classroom approaches to coaching and mentoring and online instruction.

- Academic research can play an important role in helping companies better understand how to address core diversity challenges across localised legal systems within the wider context of international or global frameworks, strategies and systems.

- Academic research might focus on helping business to understand the emotional cost of managing diversity in the workplace, which until now has been seen as a sensitive and little-understood topic. Such work could ultimately enhance workplace policies, cultural integration, employee performance systems and managerial frameworks, among others.

- There are significant barriers between business and academia in terminology and knowledge transfer, and a disconnection in terms of expectation on both sides. The type of business–academic partnership network being discussed could be a strategically important platform to address this.

- The academic world is based on ideas, and the time seems right for a deeper connection with business to consolidate vision and theory with the pragmatic approach of companies to the diversity management agenda.

Finally, the survey respondents cited research and teaching as the two priority activities to be undertaken. In this respect, the following kinds of activities and outputs could be considered in the short- to medium-term as part of a business–academic diversity initiative:

- a public access database integrating a wide range of existing corporate solutions with a comprehensive listing of academic and stakeholder research on diversity management;

- an online directory of individual academic researchers, teaching activities and thematic research interests;

- a dynamic, virtual network of corporate managers tasked with designing and/or delivering diversity management training and other initiatives;

- multi-stakeholder workshops to discuss emerging needs on skills and competences, learning innovations, new case studies as teaching materials, etc.;

- executive briefings targeted for senior executives and deans of engaged companies and business schools;

- exchange of knowledge regarding dynamic teaching methods;

- an explorative study on European curriculum guidelines on diversity management skills and competences;

- exchange of knowledge regarding dynamic teaching methods and learning styles including the development of innovative pedagogies.
Summary

- Both deans and faculty members acknowledge the importance of diversity management. The majority of deans believe that their institution has a strategic or high level focus on diversity and they expect growing institutional emphasis on the topic in the next two to three years.

- Overall, the research findings indicate encouraging levels of diversity management interest and activities but also highlight the need for further improving the integration of the topic in teaching, research and employment practices within European business schools.

- There is still a long way to go before diversity management moves from the margins to the mainstream of teaching and research.

- Diversity management courses are primarily found within the departments of organisational behaviour or HRM and taught mostly as a section of a course or as an elective class. This contrasts with the view of diversity management as a cross-sectional topic that should permeate all departments and be integrated in mainstream courses on, for example, management, strategy and marketing.

- Lack of funding and limited institutional focus on research constitute barriers for the future mainstreaming of the diversity management at business schools and universities.

- There is a strong interest in establishing a business–academic network on diversity management. Almost four out of five respondents participating in the faculty survey expressed an active interest in such a framework. The findings were further confirmed during the symposium, where a large majority of companies and schools indicated the potential value of such a network to share knowledge, ideas, experiences and 'good practices' on diversity management.

- Various existing network organisations seem well positioned and structured to play a central coordination role bringing business and academia together, alternative models for partnership and mutual learning between business and academia or other agents such as corporate universities or the Center for Creative Leadership.
Conclusions
and ways forward
The research and consultation presented in this report suggest that an increasing number of small and large companies are recognising the business importance — even imperatives — of diversity and diversity management, and thus are embarking upon a journey to create and manage a more diverse workforce and to do business in a way that recognises diversity as a business opportunity in its own right. While the core drivers for doing this — the search for talent, competitiveness, innovation and market expansions — are the same regardless of the size of companies, the means by which diversity and inclusion can be realised can be very different. Within SMEs particularly, the argument for incorporating diversity approaches in the way they conduct their business must be based on their concerns — reduced customer spending, increased market competition, recruitment issues — and must show that those concerns can in part be answered through adopting a diversity agenda.

A company that sets out on the journey to diversity is not likely to succeed if it goes it alone. Increasingly, intermediary organisations and voluntary diversity initiatives provide companies with a starting point and well planned route. The challenge lies in tailoring these and new forms of support to the immediate needs and concerns of individual companies. As such, and through the organisations that already exist at EU, national, and local levels, flexible and relevant tools for a successful diversity journey should be further disseminated.

At the same time, greater efforts must be made when trying to reach those companies that have not already recognised the importance of diversity for their business. Diversity charters seem to be filling at least one role in relation to this, namely, acting as ‘beacons’ in the economy and attracting and highlighting the way forward for companies interested in diversity. Real change must also take place within the academic contexts and university curricula that produce the managers of and for tomorrow. While diversity management exists within business schools as a subject of teaching and research, it has barely been mainstreamed.

Many European businesses — large and small — and other European stakeholders are beginning to see the need for diversity and effective diversity management as outlined in the European Commission’s previous report (The business case for diversity — Good practices in the workplace, 2005) and embark upon a journey which presents both challenges and opportunities. So whilst the benefits of diversity are visible, and in fact constitute many of the opportunities, the practices of diversity, however, present some major challenges for not only businesses but also intermediary organisations, business schools and, indeed, government-sponsored support agencies.

A number of specific conclusions and ways forward can be teased out from the research and consultations presented in this report which in turn can be summarised under the main chapter headings employed in this report.

Diversity for talent and competitiveness: the SME business case for diversity

- While the SME business case for diversity should concentrate on specific business problems and needs, including the search for talent and competitiveness, companies agree that a focus on inclusion and diversity could, firstly, help with the recruitment and retention of talented employees and, secondly, foster the conditions that could create product and market innovation.
- Those SMEs who formalise their human resource management strategy and provide for employee diversity training will be better able not only to get the best from employees but also to improve their market position and competitive advantage.
- There is a considerable need for further forms of advice and guidance in order for SMEs to succeed in their search for talent and competitiveness.
- The main barriers faced by SMEs when employing staff with diverse profiles need to be addressed and overcome in ways which do not undermine or devalue the ethnic, faith and cultural backgrounds of employees.
- In addition to the researching, collating and dissemination of knowledge, a way forward to overcoming barriers would be to promote an interactive training programme between SMEs and by SME intermediary support organisations.

Diversity, innovation and productivity

- Innovation and productivity are still seen among the top three drivers for the developing of policies and practices of diversity and inclusion.
- Human resource management, recruitment and retention are areas where diversity directly leads to innovation, although product and operational innovation are also areas which benefit greatly from diversity.
- While negative stereotyping, poor communication and poor team integration are seen to inhibit diversity-led innovation, many areas of company operations and processes — e.g. the better understanding of customers — benefit from diversity-led innovation.
Given that a company’s diversity profile and objectives with regard to innovation and productivity can be compromised by suppliers who do not have a diversity agenda, some particular attention should be given to what has become known as ‘supplier diversity’.

The need to continue to make the case and measure the impact of the relationship between diversity, innovation and productivity will remain for some time to come, for many companies still need to create the conditions that encourage the kind of risk-taking necessary for the linkages to be made.

Tools for a successful diversity journey

Although the most common types of support provided by intermediaries include information and advice, networking opportunities and finance, there is still a need to be even more proactive — e.g. raising awareness amongst SMEs, collecting and disseminating examples of best practice and communicating all messages in a positive and inspiring way.

Further, it is important to create support tools that are personal and direct, including training, coaching and informed discussion with, in particular, middle management, who are in charge of operational, employment and production processes and initiatives.

There is clear a movement towards more national diversity charters. The European level could provide added value by actively promoting the exchange of experience and dialogue between charter organisations, promoting the setting-up of charters in other countries, and considering the establishment of either an awards scheme and/or a Europe-wide ‘labels’ initiative. There could also be some merit for companies operating EU-wide to consider creating an EU-level charter.

Business schools and company networks

Deans and faculty members acknowledge the importance of diversity in general and diversity management in particular.

Nevertheless, there is a need to move the teaching and researching of diversity from the margins and locate it more centrally in the research and teaching activities of business schools in Europe.

Companies that have strong relationships with business schools (and those who do not) should help these schools to explore how funds and other resources can be mobilised to underpin diversity management research and teaching as a mainstream activity.

Whether or not diversity management will be seen as a cross-sectional topic that should permeate all departments, courses and degrees will depend largely upon each business school’s perspective. A first step forward, however, should perhaps be an EU-wide discussion on the explicit bottom and top line advantages of the subject in a global economy.

A further way forward, as there is a strong interest in establishing a business–academic network on diversity management, is to give some consideration to involving relevant stakeholders (EU bodies, trade and professional associations, large and small companies, etc.) other than the business and academic communities in such an initiative so that it is not seen as the sole preserve of one or two interest groups.

6. Conclusions and ways forward
Many companies are rapidly realising that the promotion and management of workplace diversity can be a vital strategic resource for competitive advantage, not only for multinationals but also for SMEs, supporting organisations and bodies concerned with business education and promotion. This publication – written for the Directorate-General for Employment, Social Affairs and Equal Opportunities – therefore brings together surveys analysing issues relating to diversity and the ways companies seek to respect and promote diversity in the workplace. The overall goal of this publication is to provide guidance and support to companies that are at different stages in the implementation of diversity in the workplace, and it is intended for businesses of all sizes, business support organisations and business schools.

This brochure is available in printed format in English, French and German.
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